
Wine Quest

Hello Wine Seeker, 

Welcome to the ultimate wine challenge!  
Why not set up a profile?

When you are ready, let’s take a tour of 
“Wine Quest” and learn how it works.

If you skip this, you may view it later in 
the profile settings.
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User Information

Username*

E-mail Address*

*required

or enter information below

Link to social media:

Continue

Profile Picture

Tutorial

Skip All

Work In Progress

NextPrevious

Wine Quest

Welcome back Michael! 

“I’m seeing a wine label with three trees 
that are held within a hand...”
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Classic Red | Seattle Area | 23 days remaining
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In total, you are working on 4 challenges!
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The Fair Pair | Redmond Costco | 55 days remaining
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Difficulty:

EasyAutumn Cheap

Wine

1 QFC
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5 Chateau Ste Michelle

# Area Clue
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9 Northstar ?

Classic Red 2 Seattle ?

Classic Red 3 Seattle ?
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Classic Red 6 Seattle ?

Classic Red 7 Seattle ?

Classic Red 8 Seattle ?
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Group 6: Wine App Wireframes

1a: Introduction

2a: Welcome Back

3a: Work in Progress 
Overview

2B: Full Board

3B: Work in Progress 
Details 3C: Map View

1B: Create Profile 1C: Tutorial
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1A: Introduction

- Logo is visable upon first opening
- Greeting with nudge to set up profile
- Information about tutorial
- “View Tutorial” and “Skip” functions greyed  out until   
 profile is created

1B: Create Profile

- Accessed from “Create Profile” button
- Users can sign in with other social media
- Alternatively, a simple entry form can be filled
- Users are brought back to screen 1A, with a       
 checkmark next to “Create Profile”

1C: Tutorial

- Accessed from “View Tutorial” button.  If “skip” is     
 pressed, the user goes to 2B
- View tutorial step by step until finished, or exit with   
 the “skip all” button

2A: Welcome Back

- The app greats the user by name
- Text below is a random clue to a wine on user’s list
- Can go to normal board (2B) by pressing “seek”
- Weekly single displayed (a new challenge with one   
 wine every week)
- Nearing completion: shows challenges that are     
 almost complete, filled in squares are wines that are  
 found.  Cycle with the arrows

2B: Full Board

- This is what appears if “bulletin board” is pressed    
 after the app is started
- Sorting by category at the top
- Box below contains more filters or a description
- A table of choices that scrolls
- User hits “detail” arrow to see a full pop-up that 
 describes the challenge
- From here, users “add to challenge book”

3A: Work in Progress: Overview

- Shows list of challenges, either “in progress” or 
 “complete” depending on selection
- Progress bars indicate how many wines are found
- Sort option at top: by completion, name, time, etc.
- Press info at right to get more details (3B)
- Total challenges displayed at bottom

3B: Work in Progress: Details

- Shows description text for challenge
- Difficulty displayed (based on obscurity)
- Tags used during searches
- Box that lists all wines.  Wines not found are “???”
- Pressing a wine brings up an info page for that wine
- Each wine has a number, may give area hints, and      
 has a pressable clue button (which brings up a       
 pop-up with clues)
- “Map View” button brings up 3C, “Back to list goes to 3A

3C: Map View

- Brings up integrated map with location radius hints.
- Clicking on a circle creates pop-up with relevant info
- Switch back to 3B with button, or go back

charlesclaxton
Sticky Note
if you are collecting a username… you should collect a password.

charlesclaxton
Sticky Note
this feels like a lot of real estate for the logo… scaling this down would provide more breathing room for the items below

charlesclaxton
Sticky Note
do I click these to reveal the challenges?

charlesclaxton
Sticky Note
are there multiple lists here and the arrows go through the lists like a slider?

charlesclaxton
Sticky Note
is your thought that challenges would be checked off after completion (and that is why there are check boxes?) if not… then might want to make this a dropdown to provide real estate for the description and additional filters area

charlesclaxton
Sticky Note
since you use a tab toggle in the "in progress and complete" screen … I'd use the same design interaction here to toggle between map view and text view




